
 
Instructions 
 
1. Gather at least six players.  
 
2. Print and distribute one Intimacy Bingo card to each player. Print one Question List. Or 
simply print this entire document once for six players. 
 
3. In the far left column of their Intimacy Bingo Card, each player lists the names of five 
others in the room in any order. Managers must include all direct reports in the room, if they 
have as many, before listing others. 
 
4. The first player takes the Question List, folds it to cover the questions, chooses a 
letter-number combinations at random, unfolds the page, and reads the question across 
from that combination.  
 
5. Now each player must answer the question as if it were asked by the person whose name 
appears to the left of the letter-number combination.  
 
Only those who answer correctly get to mark off their square. Naturally the subjects of the 
question decides whether or not the answers are correct. 
 
If more than one person happens to have the same person lined up with the letter-number 
combination, have each of them write their responses and reveal them rather than answer 
out loud. 
 
6. Play continues as the first player marks off the question they asked and passes the 
Question List to the next player. 
 
7. The rest of the game works like Bingo. Whoever covers a row, column, or diagonal calls 
out, "Bingo!" and wins. 
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   | ←Fold right edge to cover questions before choosing letter-number combination 

   |  
B 1    | Where did I work before coming here? 
B-2    | What is the name of my oldest child? 
B-3    | Where do I say I am from? 
B-4    | What is my number-one passion outside of work? 
B-5    | What is my proudest career accomplishment? 

   | 
I-6    | For what do I want to be remembered? 
I-7    | Who is my best friend? 
I-8    | What is my favorite color? 
I-9    | What do I consider my best quality? 
I-10    | What is the name of my favorite pet? 

   | 
N-11    | Who is my favorite actor? 
N-12    | What is the background image on my primary computer? 
N-13    | Who is my most significant role model? 
N-14    | What do I do better than anyone else? 
N-15    | What is my favorite sports team? 

   | 
G-16    | What is the first name of my principal love interest? 
G-17    | Who is my favorite music group? 
G-18    | How I prefer to be shown appreciation? 
G-19    | What is the title of my favorite movie? 
G-20    | How many children do I have? 

   | 
O-21    | What is my proudest accomplishment outside of work? 
O-22    | What is my mobile phone number? 
O-23    | When is my birthday? 
O-24    | Who is my most trusted business advisor? 
O-25    | Where was I born? 

   | 
   | ←Fold right edge to cover questions before choosing letter-number combination  
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